
Chapter 02 

VOLTAGE SAG CHARACTERISTICS 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on discussing the voltage sag characteristics. equipment behavior under 

voltage sag condition. propagation of voltage sag in the power system and the voltage sag 

detection techniques. Voltage Sags are said to be most severe as well as most common power 

quality disturbance faced by industrial consumers. Voltage sags can be caused by network faults. 

reclosure operations and by the start up of large loads such as induction motors. When the source 

of voltage sags is concerned it can be on the utility side or the internally within the customer 

premises. Voltage sags caused b) the system faults are much severe compared to the voltage sags 

caused by the starting of motors 121. 

2.2 Voltage Sag Magnitude and Phase Angle .Jump 

Voltage sags arc characterized by reduction in voltage between 0.9 pu to 0.1 pu in rms voltage at 

the power frequency for duration from 0.5 cycles to I minute [ 11. Therefore voltage sag wave 

form can be defined by it's depth and duration. llowever the voltage sag can be complicated due 

to the associated phase angle jump <:~nd voltage unbalance caused by asymmetrical faults. This 

voltage unbalance and the phase angle jump have a greater influence on tripping of sensitive 

equipment. Types of electronic equipment such as variable speed drive controls, motor starter 

contacters. programmable logic controllers. controller power supplies and control relays are 

sensitive to voltage sags. Loads such as thyristor based drives are sensitive to phase angle jump 

and it can lead to detection of wrong zero crossing and firing of thyristor may take in wrong time 

instances. 

The duration of voltage sag depends on the fault clearing time of the protective devices. 

Generally a transmission system is equipped with fast acting circuit breakers resulting short 

duration voltage sags. l3ut m a distribution system sags \viii last longer as fault clearing times are 

comparatively higher due to over cu1rent protection systems. 
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Propagation of voltage sags depend on ti;e path and devices in the path. Voltage sag originated 

in transmission system propagates ro a longer distance than that is originated in distribution 

system. Thus for a t~wlt on a 220kY transn•ission line. Voltage sag may affect sensitive 

equipment up to several kilometers [2]. When the sng originates in a distribution system they 

propagate to a comparatively shorter distance. 

2.3 Calculation of Voltage sag magnitude 

The power system upstrew11 to the point of common coupling (PCC) is modeled as a voltage 

source behind the source impedance Z,. Z, is normal!) calculated based on the fault level of the 

PCC. Since the short circuit curreni due to a fault is much higher than that of normal load 

current. the load current is normally neglected in calculating voltage sags. Voltage at point of 

common coupling (VI'cd can be \Hitten as below [21: 
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Fig. 2.1 Voltage divider model to calculate voltage sag parameters 

A voltage divider modt:l is genera:ly used to calculate parameters of a voltage sags in radial 

system as below. 

ZfE _ 
- - ~l .!:.:,pee- [Zf _ LSJ 

:l§_ 
Vsag = [7c- .=-ll - ~~ 

Phase DeFiation =tan-: [xf/rf] -tan -l [(.Xs -- )fl)/(Rs- rfl] 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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PCC =Point of Common CoupliPg 

~pee= Voltage at PCC 

~sag= Magnitude of remaining voltage at PCC 

Zf =Impedance between PCC and fault location 

Zs =Source Impedance 

E= Source Voltage 

:=line impedance per unit length: i.e. rf- xf j 

I= distance from point of Common Coupling 

As the feeder impedance Zf depends on the distance to the location of fault from the PCC It can 

be \vritten in terms of the distance and !inc impedance per unit length. 

2.4 Sag Variation 

An example diagr<Jm showing vari:~tion of sag voltage magnitude (PU) with fault distance is 

shmvn below. This is a 33kV feeder at Horana area fed from Horana GSS and Line impedance is 

0.431 +0.375j per km. 

Sag Voltage Variation with Distance 
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Sag Magnitude incre<:ses as the oi:-:tance to the Ewlt increases and Sag Magnitude increases as 

the fault level increases [21. In a stronger sy~tem \\here Zs is smaller a larger Vsag (means less 

voltage drop) results in. Pl1ase angk jump associated \\ith the voltage sag depends on the X/R 

ratio difference between the source and the feeder impedance. For a distribution system X/R 
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ratio is less than the source X/R. f lence a negative phase angle jump is often accompanied with 

voltage sag due to a f~wlt in distribution system. 

In a meshed system like a t:·an<;mission system different approach is needed as the system 

becomes complicated vvi!h the loop lines. Thevenin's superposition theorem and node impedance 

matrix principle can be used to calculate the voltage sag parameters in a meshed system [2]. 

2.5 Voltage sags due to switching of large loads to the system 

Except for the pO\vcr system faults. other source of voltage sag is due to the connection of large 

load like induction motors. Induction motors generally draw 5 to 6 times ifs rated current at the 

start and this current gradually decreases vvith the motor reaching it's rated speed. The duration 

of the sag depends on the mo~or dynamics. I he dynamics of the motor is decided by its 

parameters mainly on the inel'tia of the motor. 

2.6 Voltage Sag Propagation in a Pon er Distribution System 

A distribution system is normally radial other than exceptional places. The distribution system is 

connected to the transmission ncmt;:-k through transf(Jrmers, resulting a higher per unit 

impedance at the distribution network. rhereforc t~e location of fault is very important and the 

consequence due to a Lllllt can af!ccl a iargc or rcwtively small number of customers depending 

on the location or the t~lU it. 

Due to the system interconnection the voltage ~;ag may occur in one part of the power system 

\\hich are several km <.h\ ay ll'c:m the on gin of' the voltage sag. An example showing distance of 

sag propagation \\ith lhc short circui: current of the system voltage level [2] is shown in Table 

2.1. 

Voltage level 
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Table 2.1 F\:amp!e di~tancc at \vhch i~lt:lt leads to a noticeable sag 
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An accepted demonstration of different types ot' voltage sags against duration is shown belmv 

[3]. 
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Fig.2.3 Causes of Sag origination 

.... 

Computer and Business Lquipment Manuf'acturcrs Association (CBEMA) has introduced 

CBEMA curve for computer~ and computer related cquipments. The curve was originally 

developed to describe the tolera11ce of \1ain fran!:: computers. While many modern computers 

have different tolerance dif'ferent from Ibis. the Curve has become a standard design target for 

sensitive equipment. The axes !'<..:present magn!tude and duration of the event .The curve has 

since been modified and no\v knm"vn as the Information Technology Industry Council curve 

shown in Fig.2.4. 
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F.g.2.4. Information Technology Industry Council curve for computer equipments 

The ITI (CBEMA) Curve c'cscribcs an AC input voltage envelope which typically can be 

tolerated (no interruption in t'unction) by most lnf(xmation Technology Equipment (ITE). This 

curve is applicable to 120V qL;ipmcnt. 
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Lmv power as well as high power rated equipment nrc susceptible to voltage sags. The customer 

premises is having lot of Program~11able Logic controllers (PLCs) and Variable speed drives 

where the effects of voltage sags on them are very significant. PLCs are based on power 

electronics control systems <~nd sensitivity of this equipment to voltage sags varies greatly. 

Voltage tolerance range of various equipment presently in use are explained below [2], 

I Equipment ----~~~~==----=~-~=-~~~~olt~ 
I Upper range I !\vera~:, 

--
e Tolerance 

e range Lower Range 
----+~---------~---· -----~~------

1 

/Q 7co; ' ')( ' _ ms. _) ;o 1 _ )U m 
. + - -- ---- i -

1/() n-s 8()0;.: 1 4n1 1·1s - "· .o I u I.. 

' -- --------------+-------
5 h.p. AC drive 1 30 ms. 8(Y/o i 50 ms. 

--1-----c -· ---- -----------+-~ 
AC controi relay I I 0 ms. 75% i 2\) ms. 

---1---- -- ------------·-~----~-----
rter ! 20 ms. 60'i'o i 50 ms. 

------+-----------1---
mputer i 30 rns. 80% j 50 ms. 

PLC s. 60% 620 ms. 45% 
~ -------

55% 40 ms. 30% 

75% 80 ms, 60% 

65% I 30 ms, 60% 

50% jso ms, 40% 

60% l7o ms. 50% 

-

PLC input card 

_[_ _____________________ _j 

Tabk 2.2 Voltage tolerance ran&:c of various equipment 

2.7 Programmable Logic Controllers 

PLCs are used to monitor indu-;trial processes in such a way that they can monitor the status of 

the devices connected as inrut ofcen<:in processes such as relays. switches and sensors. They are 

based on povver electronic control systems <md have a computer memory. The software 

determines the status of the de\ ices connected as outputs for instance, alarms, lights, fans. etc. 

The sensitivity of these cquipmcn[ to voltage sag~; \aries in a wide range (please see the table 

2.2). However ne\\Cr PLC controllers arc found to be more sensitive to voltage sags. 

2.8 Compute•· Power Supply 

A typical computer pm\cr :-,uppiy c,msists of t\\O arm diode bridge rectifier, DC capacitor and 

DC-DC converter. The AC inrut power is rcctilit:d through the diode bridge and output voltage 

ripples arc smoothened by DC cap:H:ito.-. \Vllcn the supply voltage drops due to voltage sag the 

diodes stop conducting. Lncr:ly is transferred from tne stored energy ofthe DC capacitor. lfthe 

input DC voltage drops bey or,d a certain minimum value. the regulated DC voltage starts 

dropping resulting in an error in sup~•l: .. 
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2.9 Adjustable Speed Dri·,,es 

Adjustable Speed Drives are ''ide!;. u~cd in nwdcrn industrial processes. Power quality surveys 

have shown that ASD are rnotc ~;usceptihle to power quality disturbances in the form of voltage 

sags. 

2.9.1 Adjustable Speed AC drives 

In a typical Adjustable Speed AC drive, the supply voltage is rectified through the diode bridge 

rectifier and the cutput voltage of the bridge is ~moothcned out by the DC -link capacitor. (The 

DC-Iink capacitor is selected to meet the maximum allow~;blc DC-Link Voltage ripple). The AC 

motor is controlled b\ magnitude. ;i-cquency and phase adjustments of the voltage source 

inverter. 

When the supply voltage experiences voltage sag the line to line supply voltage is less than the 

DC- link voltage. Under this comiition the diodes don "t conduct and there is no energy supplied 

to the DC-I ink. the DC- link volt<tge start to drop dnd the motor will loose it's control. 

2.9.2 Adjustable Speed DC llrives 

Adjustable Speed DC drives arc more vulnerable to voltage sags than Adjustable Speed AC 

drives as there is no DC link caracitor in the drive system. Any voltage change in the supply 

voltage immediately relkcts to th~ DC Fnk voltage of the motor. As the rectifier is thyristor

controlled type the mdtor controi icr perl(1rmance not only depends on the voltage sag magnitude 

but also on the phase angie jump ussociatcd with the voltage sag. The phase angle jump may lead 

to detect \vrong zero crossing and the controller \\ill not perform as desired. 

2.10 Voltage Sag Detection (echniques 

Due to harmful con~,..:qucnccs ot' voltage sags customers as well as utilities have paid more 

attention to iind a solution. Mosi of the so:u<ions proposed arc in the form of custom power 

devices. Under the normal opcra~ing conditions. voltage sag mitigation devices are by passed and 

it will be on line as soon a:-: v<JIL~ge sag is deteetcd for performing its task. Detection of voltage 

sags plays an imrortant role in pn,per operation of such mitigating devices. 
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Delay in sensing the supply n:s1ilts in it~creasing the time to bring mitigation devices in to 

operation. Basic requirement of such a dctecti<)n method are speed accuracy and robust 

characteristics against noise. 

Supply voltage parameters I ike rnagn itude and phase are necessary to implement control 

algorithms of some devices. Therefore selection of a detection technique plays a vital role in 

voltage sag mitigation. Popular Sag Detecti,Jn Techniques commonly used are Discrete Fourier 

transforms (OFT). Kalman Filtering l'echniques and DQ Transform method 

2.11 Discrete Fourier Tmn~form (DFT) 

In Fourier series and in i·ourier integra! both the nhysically realizable time domain waveforms 

have been converted to ii·cquency uomain and vice versa. Past voltage data is stored in the 

memory and for ever;- sample real anJ imaginary parts of the voltage is calculated. Then the rms 

voltage and phase shill ofthc s~1pply voltage can be determined. 

2.12 Kalman Filtering Technique 

The Kalman !'tb:r is on line. rcc~n·sive. optimal estimates suitable for a system described by state 

variables which arc corruptcJ by noise. The Kalman filtering technique for power system 

application is gaining the acc,;ptDncc: due to its S['eed. accuracy and robustness. 

2.13 D-Q Transform 

In this method three phase voltage quantities we transformed in to synchronously rotating 

reference frame \Vherc om? axis (d) !s locked to the supply voltage phases. The supply voltage 

magnitude can be csti matec usi nt( u.q component o !'vector. 
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